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Introduction



What can retail prices tell us 
about the market for food? 



Synthesis of Approaches
• Behavioral

– Consumers are “predictably irrational” 
– Ariely (2000)
– Implication is that markets usually fail

• Neo-classical
– Markets work, we do not understand how

• Camerer, Loewenstein and Rabin (2004)
– Behavioral models add “…one or two 

parameters…” 



A few things to remember
• Retailers have market power

– Retailers set prices 
– Vertical relationships important

• Stores compete for market share
– Not only on price

• Food is essential
– Everyone has to eat
– People are busy and forgetful
– People like nice places



Six Interesting Questions

1. How can retail prices stay constant? 
2. How do retailers pass-through costs? 
3. Will internet shopping reduce prices?
4. Do people remember grocery prices?
5. Are switching costs anti-competitive? 
6. Is the Robinson-Patman Act effective?  



1. RETAIL PRICE FIXITY



Fact 1. 
Retail prices don’t change much

But commodity prices do 
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Figure 1. Red Delicious Apple Retail and Wholesale Prices



Standard explanations…

1. Retailers don’t want to alienate consumers
2. Failure to coordinate prices
3. Successful coordination of prices
4. “Menu costs” (Janet Yellen’s idea)
5. Intense non-price rivalry among retailers
6. Retailers’ costs are constant anyway…



Our explanation…

• Retailers hold an option to change prices
• Exercising the option is costly
• Retailers would rather wait than incur cost
• Waiting is referred to as “hysteresis” 
• Hysteresis worsens as price volatility rises
• Hysteresis falls with cost of changing prices



An Option? 

• A general example: 
– Suppose you have a chance to invest $100
– There is a 50% chance you will make $200
– There is a 50% chance you will make nothing
– The value of the investment is zero, on average
– Value = 0.5*(200-100)+0.5*(0-100) = $0



• Suppose you have the opportunity to wait 
to see if the investment will pan out?
– Invest if the return will be $200
– Do not invest if the return will be $0
– Value = 0.5*(200-100)+0.5*(0-0) = $50

• The value of waiting is $50
• The value of the option to invest is $50



Back to retail pricing…
• Changing prices is an investment by retailer

– Taking the time to change prices on the shelf
– Losing customers expecting lower prices
– Advertising new prices…

• The return comes from tracking wholesale 
prices better – covering cost increases

• Waiting to see if FOB price changes were 
“real” creates a valuable option



• Changing prices means exercising option
• Exercising the option is a cost
• Retailers would rather not incur the cost
• So, they wait to change prices…
• And wait…
• Hysteresis ensues.
• This is the value of waiting to invest



Our Study
• Three years of retail / wholesale apple data
• Our model: 

– Included other explanations
– Included measures of hysteresis

• Map volatility into duration of price change
• Our model fit the data better
• Conclusion: 

– Market doesn’t fail after all



2. “ROCKETS & FEATHERS”



Fact 2. 
Retail prices rise quickly, 

but fall slowly



Rockets and Feathers
• Wholesale prices rising…

– Retail prices rise quickly

• Wholesale prices falling…
– Retail prices fall more slowly

• Asymmetric Price Transmission
• Examples:

– 2007 / 2008 gasoline market
– 1998 floods in Monterey County lettuce
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Usual Explanations

• Retailers have pricing power
• When costs rise: 

– Match cost increases to maintain margin
– All retailers do it, so no one loses sales

• When costs fall: 
– Increase profit by holding retail prices high
– Not in anyone’s interest to match lower prices
– Margins rise until market stabilizes



Any Problems? 

• Observations:
– Gas stations? Hypercompetitive
– Grocery stores? Almost as competitive
– Fresh produce? Yup, competitive

• Problem with pricing power explanation
• Difficult to argue markets don’t work
• What is the missing insight here? 



Our Explanation
• Search Costs

– Searching for low prices is costly

• Rising wholesale prices: 
– Consumers have idea of what price should be
– Consumers search intensively, prices rise fast

• Falling wholesale prices:
– Consumers benefit from falling price
– Search less intensive as benefits to search low
– Retailers lower price enough to deter search



Findings

• Our Research: 
– Estimated search costs in cereal category
– Control for market power and search
– Price adjustment depends on both
– Price adjustment is 80% search, 20% power

• Implications?
– Don’t blame retailers for rockets and feathers
– Market works fine, thanks. 



3. CONSUMER SEARCH AND 
RETAIL PRICES



Fact 3. 
Prices online are not really lower



A strange observation…
• Price dispersion:

– Same products, same day, same town
– Prices can differ sharply 

• Example: Jan. 23, 2017 Special K
– Walmart: $4.18
– Safeway: $4.89
– Target: $4.29
– Frys: $4.79



• Shouldn’t happen in a perfect market
• But, markets aren’t perfect

– Searching for low prices is costly
– Price savings are often small
– If savings < search cost, differences persist

• So, reducing the cost of search makes 
prices all the same, right? 



Nope, just the opposite



Evidence from online…

• Online markets have low search costs
• Price differences are large: 

– $11.00 on a $63.00 textbook 
– $12.00 on a $147.00 computer chip
– $0.25 on a $30.00 basket of groceries 

• How can this be? 



Attribute Search

• If search is cheap, consumers look for the 
“perfect product” that exactly suits them

• Fussy consumers are price insensitive
• Retailers know they are price insensitive
• Retailers raise prices in response
• Suppliers oblige by slightly differentiating 

products for specific retailers



Why is this important to the 
retail food market?
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Why shop online? 
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People want cool stuff online, 
and are willing to pay…



Our Study
• Theoretical model of search

– Category breadth raises search costs
– Less likely to search in deep categories

• Empirical model
– comScore Web Behavior Panel
– Major online retailer
– Use cross-category variation in breadth

• Find equilibrium prices higher with variety



4. REFERENCE PRICES AND 
PRICE THRESHOLDS



Fact 4. 
A shopper’s recall is not great



Do shoppers know what price 
everything they buy “should” be? 



Or, do they have a rough 
estimate? 



Dickson and Sawyer (1990)…
• Some shocking facts about shoppers: 

– 47.1% know the exact price paid
– 55.6% within 5% of the true price
– 31.8% just plain wrong
– 21.1% don’t have a clue
– 57.9% even check the price
– 21.6% look at the price of another product
– 49.1% knew item they bought was on sale…

• Conclusion: Shoppers don’t shop much



Reference Prices
• Consumers tend to use “reference prices” 
• Internal Reference Prices

– Memory-based
– Based on most recent experience
– Degrades with time between purchases

• External Reference Prices
– Competing brands
– Notion of what a “fair” price should be



Example



Another Example…



Price Thresholds

• “Price Response” 
– People buy more if price is below reference
– People buy less if price rises above reference

• Price Threshold
– Prices can vary above or below reference 

before causing a response
– Gives retailers cover to change prices
– Upper and lower prices are “thresholds”
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Explanations?
• Assimilation-Contrast Theory

– People ignore price changes that are small
– They change behavior when changes are large

• Adaptation-Level Theory
– People become adapted to a price level
– Change behavior when price changes outside

• Prospect Theory
– Different response above and below reference



What’s wrong with these? 

They each assume 
consumers are irrational…



Our explanation
• Threshold prices are example of hysteresis

– Continuation of an effect after cause is gone

• Hysteresis occurs when prices vary
– Retail prices vary from week to week
– Searching for new prices is costly
– Consumers invest time in finding low prices
– Don’t want to give up investment to switch
– Result is hysteresis



Findings…

• Tested our theory: 
– 156 weeks of household purchase data
– Breakfast cereal
– 2 retailers in Eau Claire, WI market

• What did we find?
– Reject other theories in favor of hysteresis
– Price variability causes thresholds to widen



Implications
• Consumers

– Know that prices can differ
– Hysteresis is a rational response to volatility
– Lack of knowledge is optimal

• Retailers
– Price variability not a bad thing
– “In confusion, there is profit…” (Tony Curtis, 

Operation Petticoat, 1959)
– Hi-Lo versus EDLP



5. SWITCHING COSTS AND 
RETAIL PRICES



Fact 5. 
Switching Costs are 

Not Anti-competitive



Orthodox Theory
• Switching costs are anti-competitive

– Klemperer (1987)
– Farrell and Klemperer (2007)
– Consumers are “locked in” 
– Firms understand this, so raise prices
– Sounds reasonable

• Food retailing? 
– Loyalty cards are a great idea!



New Theory
• Switching costs are pro-competitive

– Firms compete for pool of rents
– Rhodes (2014); Villas-Boas (2015)
– Firms compensate consumers to switch
– Arie and Grieco (2014)

• Empirical support in CPG markets
– Dube, Hitsch, and Rossi (2009)
– Orange juice? Margarine? Hmmm…



Our Explanation
• Real option embedded in store choice

– Fixed cost of searching / switching
– Ongoing volatility in relative prices
– Unique option to switch or not

• Stores have to pay consumers to exercise
– Switching cost = real option value
– Loyalty is manifestation of hysteresis
– Prices fall as retailers pay for real option



Empirical Test

• Dynamic nested logit model
– Model of category choice
– Model of store choice
– Loyalty is price that induces switching
– Dynamic model of Ching, Erdem, Keane (2014)

• Estimated with IRI Eau Claire data
– Top 2 stores in town (54% of market share)
– Top 10 categories in basket



What Did We Find?

• Dynamic intertemporal pricing model
– Roberts and Samuelson (1988)
– Perloff, Karp, and Golan (2007)

• Findings: 
– Loyalty most important determinant
– Prices 4.1% lower due to loyalty
– 52.5% of loyalty effect due to real option



Implications

• Market for consumers works
– Switching costs may be pro-competitive
– May generalize to wide variety of markets
– Cell phone service, cable TV, online media

• Do not be so fast to assume markets fail
• Monopoly power is:

– Rare
– Not durable



6. ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT



Fact 6. 
The Robinson-Patman Act is 

Routinely Ignored



What is RPA?
• Core piece of US antitrust legislation

– Passed in 1936
– Intent was to prevent decline of small retailers
– Prohibits wholesale price discrimination
– Only for “goods of like grade and quality”

• Robert Bork, “The Antitrust Paradox”
– "...the misshapen progeny of intolerable 

draftsmanship coupled to wholly mistaken 
economic theory..."



Plaintiff Wins
Source: Luchs, et al. 2010
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Do Suppliers Care? 

• Practical importance
– If ineffective, suppliers and retailers can bargain
– Bargaining power becomes important
– Upstream market power critical

• Research method importance
– Wholesale price data not useful
– Nash bargaining models work in US
– Welfare effects of upstream bargaining?



What Do We Do?
• Estimate vertical Nash-in-Nash model

– Nielsen Homescan data
– 33 weeks in 2014
– 33 brands of yogurt
– Wholesale prices from Nat. Promo. Reports

• Estimate Nash bargaining model
– Impute equilibrium wholesale prices
– If prices equal observed, then RPA works
– If not, then retailers and suppliers negotiate 



What Do We Find?

• RPA is routinely ignored
– Wholesale prices not equal to imputed
– Creative ways of defining “like quality”
– Suppliers and retailers negotiate, Euro style

• Bias among retailers?
– Strong retailers favored
– RPA supports large retailers, not small
– Exactly counter-productive



Implications
• Market for retail products works

– Players ignore ineffective laws
– Smaller retailers naturally favored
– Greater disagreement profit = more power
– New way of thinking about vertical relations

• For research
– Nash bargaining models work in US context
– Wholesale price data not representative

• Law fails, not the market



Conclusions
• Six “market failures”

– Retail price fixity
– “Rockets and Feathers” 
– Online price differences
– Reference prices and price dispersion
– Switching costs and anti-competitive pricing
– Wholesale price discrimination

• Market doesn’t fail at all – we fail to 
understand the market most of the time…



Thank you! 


